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Abstract
In emergency care, fast and efficient treatment is vital. The availability of Electronic Medical Records (EMR) allows healthcare
professionals to access a patient’s data promptly, which facilitates the decision-making process and saves time by not repeating
medical procedures. Unfortunately, the complete EMR of a patient is often not available during an emergency situation to all
treatment teams. Cloud services emerge as a promising solution to this problem by allowing ubiquitous access to information.
However, EMR storage and sharing through clouds raise several concerns about security and privacy. To this end, we propose a
protocol through which all treatment teams involved in the emergency care can securely decrypt relevant data from the patient’s
EMR and add new information about the patient’s status. Furthermore, our protocol ensures that treatment teams will only access
the patient’s EMR for the period during which the patient is under their care. Finally, we present a formal security analysis of our
protocol and some initial experimental results.
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1 Introduction

Time is critical in emergency situations. In a short time frame,
health professionals need to evaluate the patient’s condition,
decide upon the treatment, transport the patient to the adequate
care centre, and perform the required intervention. The triage
and diagnosis demand and generate a large amount of data,
which needs to be shared between treatment teams along the
whole process. The use of a single interoperable Electronic
Medical Record (EMR) improves the overall quality of care

[1], leading to a substantial reduction of unnecessary investi-
gations and to an optimized communication among the
healthcare professionals involved in the treatment.

The use of a cloud storage service allows practical and
dynamic management of EMRs since a cloud infrastructure
enables remote and ubiquitous access to data. However, one of
the biggest concerns users have about cloud storage is data
security. No one wants their sensitive data jeopardized.
Recently, studies propose to send the EMR to a cloud service
provider, where it is encrypted and stored. In this scenario, the
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key used for data encryption is known by the cloud provider,
which does not protect the EMR against internal attacks [2].
Researchers suggest to encrypt the EMR with a secret key
before storing it in the cloud [3, 4]. This means that the secret
key needs to be pre-shared with all users that wish or need to
access the EMR at any time throughout the treatment.
Nevertheless, if a user needs to be revoked from the process
of treatment, the EMR must be re-encrypted with a fresh key
and the new key must be distributed to the other legitimate
users. Therefore, revocation in this scenario is not efficient.

In the case of acute stroke care, the phrase ‘Time is brain’
conveys the idea that minutes can make the difference be-
tween life and death [5]. The availability of patient data is of
paramount importance for the triage, diagnosis and treating
centre selection. Therefore, it is necessary to provide access
to patient data, even if the patient cannot consent explicitly,
which is often the case in patients with acute stroke. The so-
called break-glass access mechanism provides emergency ac-
cess to the patient’s EMR in such situations. Although some
studies approach the break-glass access to encrypted EMR
[6–8], its revocation after an emergency is still a problem.
For security and privacy sake, immediately after the emergen-
cy situation ends, the access needs to be revoked. In addition,
revoking a user’s access must not affect the access of the rest
of the users. Therefore, our goal is to provide a solution that
allows break-glass access to a patient’s EMR only during an
emergency situation for only authorized treatment teams.

Our contributionWe describe a protocol to provide access to a
patient’s encrypted EMR during acute stroke treatment with
an additional security mechanism, which ensures authoriza-
tion only for the period when the access is necessary. The
protocol securely enables sharing of EMR among multiple
treatment teams through a cloud platform. The proposed so-
lution adopts the concept of attribute-based encryption (ABE)
associated with policies defined for emergency situations.
Additionally, it adopts token authentication to grant and re-
voke access during the timeline of acute stroke treatment. We
prove the security of our scheme by constructing a simulator
that is computationally indistinguishable from the real proto-
col. Moreover, we also prove the resilience of our scheme
against a set of attacks defined in the threat model. Finally,
we prove the effectiveness and robustness of our scheme in
real-world situations by implementing the core functions of
the proposed protocol.

Organization Section 2 discusses related works and Section 3
summarizes the flow of patient information during stroke
emergency. Section 4 defines the cryptographic primitives
used throughout the paper. In Section 5, we present the main
entities that participate in our system model, and in Section 6,

we define both the problem statement and the considered
threat model. In Section 7, we describe our protocol, and in
Section 8, we analyze its security against malicious behaviour.
Section 9 presents the results of our experiments on the exe-
cution times of the proposed protocol’s core functions.
Section 10 discusses the results and limitations. Section 11
presents preliminary conclusions.

2 Related work

Break-glass is a term used to refer to security solutions that
provide access to information in emergency situations.

In [9], the author proposed an encryption scheme for cloud
storage that can be broken by any one exactly once, in a
detectable way. The motivation for break-glass is the case
when the legitimate user wants to decrypt the data previously
uploaded to the cloud, but she lost all her secret keys. Our
work, however, focuses on healthcare emergency situations,
where the break-glass condition is valid to provide EMR
availability to support triage, diagnosis and treatment. Very
few research works have considered this requirement.

One of the earliest arguments for a break-glass concept for
the healthcare case was formulated by Povey [10]. He stated
that the basic approach of an optimistic security system is to
assume that any emergency situation requesting data access is
legitimate and should be granted. Petrisch and Bruker present-
ed a generic break-glass model in [11] where the data subjects
are allowed to override specific access control permissions. In
[12], Zhang et al. proposed a concrete break-glass solution
based on two-factor encryption: password-based encryption
and master secret key based encryption. In [13] the authors
presented ‘Rampole’, a model that implements access permis-
sions in a fine-grained manner using a declarative query lan-
guage to explicitly specify a break-glass decision procedure.
None of the approaches described above supports attribute-
based access control.

In [6], the authors use attribute-based encryption (ABE)
techniques to control access to patient data. This study ap-
proaches break-glass access under emergency scenarios using
a unique authority to authenticate the medical staff to access
the data. To revoke access, the data needs to be re-encrypted
with a new key. Brucker et al. [7] presented an integration of
fine-grained break-glass concepts into a system based on
ABE. The authors present multi-levelled break-glass access
control; however, the solution does not enable revoking access
after it is granted. Yang et al. [8] proposed a solution for ABE
access control in which the patient pre-shares her password
with the emergency contact person. When the patient
reaches an emergency the situation, the contact person uti-
lizes the password to derive the break-glass key and to
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decrypt the patient’s medical files. Even though [6–8] pres-
ent interesting solutions for the break-glass situation, they
do not provide a concrete and efficient solution for access
revocation.

Back in 1999, in [14, 15], the authors approach the problem
of key revocation in a dynamic group by proposing protocols
for key management for multicasting. Similarly to our work,
the authors were motivated about the case where a large num-
ber of people joining/leaving the authorization groups might
affect the efficiency of the cryptographic scheme. Rafaeli and
Hutchison presented a survey of key management for secure
group communication [16]. Although the works in [14–16]
present techniques to minimize the number of message trans-
missions required, their schemes still need to rekey the
multicast authorized group after a revocation. Our approach
overcomes the rekeying problem by using a ciphertext-policy
ABE (CP-ABE) scheme and an access control token scheme
to grant and revoke access dynamically without the need to re-
encrypt the patient EMR. In addition, our protocol supports
the involvement of multiple treatment teams, even from dif-
ferent institutions, which brings the solution closer to a real
emergency scenario.

3 Patient data sharing during acute stroke
emergency

Acute stroke care is a complex collaboration of various
parties: professionals at the emergency call centre, ambu-
lance nurse and driver, medical doctors and nurses at the
hospital. Currently treatment in the acute phase of ischemic
stroke consists of intravenous thrombolysis (IVT, through
recombinant tissue- type plasminogen reactivator) and/or
endovascular treatment (EVT). The challenging part is that
IVT is provided in almost all hospitals (primary stroke cen-
tres), but that EVT is a highly specialized treatment only
provided in a few hospitals (comprehensive stroke centres).
All of these parties need to share information in the acute
setting while treating the patient. Furthermore, earlier re-
search has shown that the earlier the treatment has been
given the better functional outcomes are for the patient
[5]. Therefore, a break-glass access mechanism to improve
data availability has potential benefits.

When a patient suffers a stroke, the patient itself, a family
member or the general practitioner is the first to contact the
emergency call centre. During the telephone call, trained
healthcare workers follow a triage system where a suspected
stroke may be concluded. When an ambulance is sent to the
patient, the goal is to arrive within 45 min. When an ambu-
lance goes to the patient, information already collected by the
emergency call centre is sent by messages and displayed in a

fixed device inside the ambulance (e.g. age, gender). Once the
ambulance arrives, the ambulance team examines the patient
and collects more data (e.g. blood pressure, pulse, oxygen
saturation, glucose). When the ambulance team suspects a
stroke and decides to take the patient to the closest hospital,
it contacts this hospital by phone to inform the estimated ar-
rival time. When the ambulance team arrives at the hospital,
all information they collected will be presented to the hospital
team orally. After delivering the patient, they fill the collected
data into an electronic form on their tablet for recording pur-
poses, but this will be too late to turn available for the hospital
team.

After the phone call from the ambulance nurse, the con-
cerned hospital get prepared for the patient. The neurolo-
gist or resident on call, the neurology nurse, the emergency
doctor and nurse, the radiologist and the radiology techni-
cian will clear the room for image exams and wait for the
patient. If the patient already has a medical record in the
hospital, it is evaluated. If not, a new patient identification
number will be created to store the new data. Furthermore,
the doctor will try to call other hospitals or the patient’s
general practitioner to obtain more information about the
patient. If a patient is eligible to EVT, and she needs to be
transferred to a comprehensives stroke centre, all collected
information is shared both orally and by e-mail between
the sending and receiving hospitals. In this case, the patient
is transferred by a second ambulance, which also needs the
available information. At last, when the patient receives the
EVT, a team of medical doctors await, including the neuro-
interventional radiologist, radiology technician, and anes-
thesiologist, that also need to know all information. After
transportation, all collected data is presented to the doctors
one more time, orally. Imaging data have been sent through
an imaging-exchange system for the neuro-interventionist
and radiologist.

Note that three or more teams are involved in the treatment,
requiring access to the patient’s EMR and generating new
content for it. Between all those moments of consultation, data
can be missed or forgotten to mention. Therefore, to improve
accessibility tomedical records and protect patient’s privacy, it
is necessary to dynamically grant and revoke access to the
patient’s EMR.

4 Cryptographic primitives

Here we define the basic cryptographic primitives used
throughout the paper and define a CP-ABE scheme as follow-
ing [17].

The set of all binary strings of length n is denoted by
{0, 1}n, and the set of all finite binary strings as {0, 1}∗.
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Given a set V, we refer to the ith element as vi. Additionally, we
use the following notations for cryptographic operations
throughout the paper:

& For an arbitrary message m ∈ {0, 1}∗, c = Enc(K,m) de-
notes a symmetric encryption of m using the secret key
K ∈ {0, 1}∗, and m =Dec (K, c) = Dec (K, Enc (K,m)) is
the corresponding symmetric decryption operation.

& We denote by pk/sk a public/private key pair for an IND-
CCA2 secure public key encryption scheme PKE. An en-
cryption of message m under the public key pk is denoted
by c = Encpk (m) and the corresponding decryption oper-
ation by m =Decsk(c) = Decsk(Encpk(m)).

& σ = Signsk(m) denotes a EUF-CMA secure digital signa-
ture over a message m. The corresponding verification
operation for a digital signature is denoted by b =
Verifypk(m, σ), where b = 1 if the signature is valid, and
b = 0 otherwise.

& A one-way hash function (H) over a messagem is denoted
by Hm =H(m).

& We denote by r = RAND(n) a random binary sequence of
length n, where RAND(n) represents a random function
that takes a binary length argument n as input and gives a
random binary sequence of this length in return.1

A CP-ABE scheme is a tuple of the following four
algorithms:

1. CPABE.Setup is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as
input a security parameter λ and outputs a master public
key MPK and a master secret key MSK. We denote this
by (MPK, MSK)← Setup(1λ).

2. CPABE:Gen is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input
a master secret key, a set of attributes A ϵΩ and the unique
identifier of a user, and it outputs a secret key that is bound
both to the corresponding list of attributes and the user. We
denote this by (skΑ, i)←Gen(MSK,A, ui).

3. CPABE:Enc is a probabilistic algorithm that takes as input
a master public key, a messagem and a policy P ∈ P. After
a proper run, the algorithm outputs a ciphertext cP which
is associated to the policy P. We denote this by cP←
Enc(MPK,m P).

4. CPABE:Dec is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input
a user’s secret key and a ciphertext and outputs the original
messagem iff the set of attributes A that are associated with
the underlying secret key satisfies the policy P that is asso-
ciated with cP . We denote this by Dec(skA, i, cP)→m.

5 System model

The system model presented here is based on the model intro-
duced in [18]. Below we present an overview of the main
entities of the system and the most relevant communication
between them.

Cloud service provider (CSP) The cloud computing environ-
ment is based on a trusted Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) provider. The IaaS platform consists of cloud hosts
that operate virtual machine (VM) guests and communicate
through a network. In our model, we require that the IaaS
runs a protocol similar to the one described in [19], where
the integrity of the underlying CSP is verified. In principle,
such integrity verification can be added to any IaaS. A CSP
stores patients’ EMR encrypted under a CP-ABE scheme.
Additionally, the CSP is responsible for controlling the
access to the encrypted EMR.

Registration authority (RA) The RA is responsible for the
registration of all healthcare entities and users. The RA
generates user attributes that will be used for the proper
authorization (e.g. membership to a particular treatment
team). The RA can run as a separate third party, but can
be also implemented as part of the CSP. The registration
process is out the scope of this work.

Master authority (MA) The MA has a master secret key
MSK and a public key MPK. The master key is kept
private, while the public key is known to everyone.
Additionally, the MA uses MSK to generate CP-ABE
secret keys for users based on her attributes to authorize
access to an encrypted EMR. The MA is also responsible
for granting and revoking tokens used for dynamic ac-
cess control.

User We consider three different types of users: patients,
healthcare professionals and healthcare entities. The set of all
patients registered at RA is denoted by U ¼ fu1;…; uNug and
the set of all registered healthcare professionals is denoted as
S ¼ fs1;…; sNsg. A healthcare entity is a special type of
user represented by an attested smart device. This device
serves to confirm the following treatment team locations:
Emergency Call Centre (e), Ambulance (a) and Hospital
(h). A treatment team is a group of professionals co-
located at one of the entities that attest each other’s in-
volvement in the emergency situation. Each user from U,
S and the healthcare entities has a unique public/private
key pair (pk/sk) used to communicate securely through
an IND-CCA2 secure public key encryption scheme PKE
and an EUF-CMA secure signature scheme sign.

1 We assume that a true random function is replaced by a pseudo-random
function, the input-output behaviour of which being ‘computationally indis-
tinguishable’ from that of a true random function.
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6 Problem statement and threat model

6.1 Problem statement

Let ui be a patient from the setU and sj ∈ S be a member of one
of the stroke treatment teams. Let us assume that ui has a set of
N different files stored in the CSP.We denote this set of files as

Di ¼ fdi1;…; diNg. The problem is to find a way to achieve
the following:

1. Enable access to the content of each dil∈Di to sj involved
in the treatment of ui;

2. User sj has access to Di if and only if she has a legitimate
role in the treatment team of ui at the time, as given by a
valid policy;

3. Access control to Di should be granted and revoked dy-
namically as requested for the patient’s treatment. This
should not require to decrypt and re-encrypt the file with
a fresh key, and it should not affect the access by the rest
of the legitimate users.

6.2 Threat model

Our threat model is similar to the one described in [19], which
is based on the Dolev-Yao adversarial model [20]. We further
assume that privileged access rights can be used by a remote
adversary ADV to leak confidential information. ADV, e.g. a
corrupted system administrator, can obtain remote access to
any host maintained by the CSP, but cannot access the volatile
memory of guest VMs residing on the compute hosts of the
CSP. Moreover, we extend the above threat model by defining
a set of attacks available to ADV.

Attack 1 (TokenAlterationAttack).Let ADVbe a corrupted
user that has been legitimately part of a treatment team in the
past. ADV successfully launches a Token Alteration Attack if
she canmodify a token she received in the past in such away
that it will be considered as valid by the CSP.
Attack 2 (Token Substitution Attack). Let ADV be a
corrupted user who overhears all communication and
captures a token issued for another legitimate healthcare
professional. ADV successfully launches a Token
Substitution Attack if she can use this token to add false
ciphertexts to the patient’s EMR.
Attack 3 (Revocation of Legitimate Users Attack). Let
ADV be a corrupted user. Moreover, let x be a team who
currently has access to patient’s ui EMR. ADV success-
fully launches a Revocation of Legitimate Users Attack if
she can manage to revoke team x from accessing the
patients encrypted data.

7 Red Alert Protocol

We propose ‘Red Alert Protocol’ (RAP) for the problem
presented in Section 6. More precisely, our approach fol-
lows the protocols proposed in [18, 21], with additions to
meet the specific needs of the acute stroke care case de-
scribed in Section 3. RAP was initially presented in [22],
but here we extend that work by revising the protocol to
address a broader threat model and presenting the proto-
col in a more formal construction.

Below we first present an overview of the protocol follow-
ed by its definition.

7.1 Protocol overview

We assume that each user (from U or S) is registered
through a central RA. However, we consider registration
as out of the scope of this paper and assume that all users
have been previously registered. Each user receives a
unique identifier i, and a set of attributes A is created
based on the user’s personal data. For patients, identifying
attributes such as name and surname could be used. For
healthcare professionals, attributes include identification
and function in the organization, and in particular the
membership and role in an emergency treatment team.
Also, we assume that the EMRs are in a standardized
and interoperable format before being encrypted and
stored in the CSP.

RAP is divided into Setup and four main phases:
Initialization, Emergency Session, Process Data and Leave
Session. Figure 1 shows the messages exchanged between
the entities in each phase.

During the Initialization phase, a patient ui stores her EMR
on the CSP as a ciphertext ciP. In this paper, we explicitly focus
on the problem of how only authorized users can access a
patient’s EMR during an emergency session. To this end, the
policy P needs to always contain a condition that will allow a
user sj to successfully decrypt d

i
l∈Di;∀

R
∈ 1; jDij½ �. Among oth-

er conditions in P, the following should be added for ui: ‘…
OR (Emergency = TRUE AND TreatmentTeamMember =
TRUE AND UserInEmergency = i)’. A professional sj
will be then granted access to the EMR of ui only when
her attributes satisfy this policy.

In the Emergency Session phase, the MA associates the
patient to all the treatment teams involved in her emer-
gency session, which ends after complete treatment and
patient discharge. The session starts when a patient, or
someone on her behalf, contacts the call centre team by
phone. Figure 2 shows the patient timeline during the
emergency care. The call centre professional se ∈ S re-
quests MA to initiate the emergency session; se also
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Fig. 2 Stroke care and data access
session timelines. The top line
represents events of interaction
between healthcare provider
entities and the patient. The others
show the period of time that each
team has access to the patient data

Fig. 1 Overview of the Red Alert Protocol: entities and their communication during the four phases
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involves the ambulance team in the session, which ulti-
mately will also involve the hospital treatment team. In
this proposal we trust that se will contact the MA only if
she receives a legitimate phone call from the patient or
someone on behalf of the patient. The phone call authen-
tication is very important, but it is considered outside the
scope of this paper. However, each involved treatment
team needs to prove to the MA that their service is re-
quested. This is done when the treatment team jointly
solves a challenge: the healthcare entity x and at least
two2 users respond to the challenge, proving that they
are co-located and working together. After the challenge
is solved and the users’ attributes are validated, the MA
generates a CPABE emergency key. As attributes, among
others, MA inserts in Ae the following: ‘[Emergency,
TreatmentTeamMember, i]’. This guarantees that the gen-
erated key will satisfy the policy bound to ui ’s cipher-
texts. However, direct sharing the CPABE emergency key
is not secure enough, because getting access to that key
would allow anyone to access ui ′ s ciphertexts at any fu-
ture moment. Therefore, the MA also generates an ac-
cess control token τx to the team. This token has a
default expiration time and also contains the identity
of the professionals from the treatment team. The MA
subsequently sends the key and token to the team.

In the Process Data phase, one of the professionals in
the team sends the access token to the CSP to retrieve
the patient data. If the token is valid, the CSP grants
access to retrieve the ciphertext containing the EMR of
the patient under emergency treatment. Through a se-
cure read-only application, the EMR is decrypted by
the professional using the CPABE emergency key.
Token validation also takes place when sj adds new data
to the patient’s EMR by uploading a new ciphertext to
the CSP.

The Leave Session phase takes place as soon as the
patient is no longer under care of a treatment team. To
do so, the MA needs to be informed about the current
location of the patient by either a check-in or a check-
out message. Both messages are sent by the attested smart
devices of each treatment team and include a timestamp.
These messages can be implemented according to the ap-
plication. With this information, the MA can revoke the
token of the previous team that is no longer involved in
the treatment. With this information, the MA can revoke
the token of the previous team that is no longer involved
in the treatment. In stroke acute care, the moments when
the patient arrives and leaves the hospital emergency care
unit define the end of involvement of treatment teams.

When the patient arrives at the first hospital, the call cen-
tre and ambulance teams leave the emergency session. For
the call centre, revocation of τe should be immediate. The
ambulance team, however, is granted extra time after ar-
rival at the hospital to add their reports into the medical
record (see Fig. 2). In principle, τh needs to be revoked
when the patient leaves the hospital emergency care.
However, if the patient needs to be transferred for treat-
ment, the token for the first hospital will be revoked as
soon as the patient arrives at the second hospital. As soon
as the MA knows the moment when the patient arrived or
left the hospital emergency care, it sends a revocation
message for the corresponding access token to the CSP.
Thus, even if a token is still valid according to the default
expiration time, the CSP will not allow any type of access
to the data after the revocation time.

The emergency session ends when all tokens associated
with it have expired or explicitly revoked. After this, no new
team is allowed to join the session anymore.

7.2 Protocol definition

The ‘Red Alert Protocol’ (RAP) defines the exchange of
messages to grant and revoke access, as well as to
rightfully encrypt and decrypt the patient’s EMR during
an emergency session. In all cases, the entity receiving
the message verifies the freshness and the integrity of
the message, and it can also authenticate the sender
through a signature.

During the phases, all the entities and users interact
by running the following algorithms: RAP.Setup,
RAP.StoreData, RAP.GrantAccess, RAP.BreakGlass,
RAP.JoinTeam, RAP.RetrieveData, RAP.AddData and
RAP.RevokeAccess. The phases and algorithms are de-
tailed below as follows: the algorithms are described
inside frames in each phase where they are used. An

2 Here we assume that at least two professionals are part of the team, but more
could be included in similar way.

Table 1 Protocol messages

Index Message

mstore r1; ciP;σi H r1∥ciP
� �� �� �

mgrant r3; τx;Encpksx skAe ;i

� �
;σMA H r3∥τx∥skAe;i

� �� �D E

mbreak r4;EncpkMA
ui; t; seð Þ;σseðH r4 uik ktkseð Þ� �

mteam ⟨r5;EncpkMA
x; sx1 ; sx2ð Þ;σs j H r5‖x‖sx1‖sx2ÞÞ⟩ðð

mchallenge 〈r6, challenge, σMA(H(r6‖challenge))〉
msolution ⟨r7;EncpkMA

v0; lxð Þ;σMA H r7‖v0‖sx1‖sx2‖lxÞÞ⟩ðð
mreq r8; τx;σs jðHðr8 τxÞÞk� �

mretrieve ⟨r9; ciP;σCSP H r9‖ciP
�� �
⟩

�

madd ⟨r10; τ x; ciP;σs j H r10‖τ x‖ciP
��
⟩

��

minfo ⟨r11;EpkMA
tð Þ;σsh H r11‖tÞ⟩ðð

mrevoke 〈r12, τx, σMA(H(r12‖τx))〉
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overview of all messages exchanged during the execu-
tion of the algorithms is presented in Table 1.

Setup Before start, each system model entity denoted as
ID (for MA, RA, CSP, and users) runs the algorithm
RAP.Setup. The entities obtain a public/private key pair

(pk, sk) for a IND-CCA2 secure public cryptosystem
PKE and publish their public key while keeping their
private key secret. Furthermore, MA runs CPABE.Setup
to acquire a master public/private key pair (MPK, MSK)
and publishes the public master key.

Initialization phase In this phase, the patient runs
RAP.StoreData to encrypt her EMR using CPABE and
an emergency policy. After ui successfully encrypts her
data, she sends her ciP to the CSP.

Emergency session In this phase health professionals involved
in an emergency session obtain access to patient data through
three algorithms: RAP.BreakGlass, RAP.JoinTeam and
RAP.GrantAccess.
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RAP:GrantAccess: The MA multiple times generates an
access token and a CPABE emergency key for each treatment
team sx, where x ∈ {e, a, h}.

RAP:BreakGlass: Through this process the MA acknowl-
edges the emergency event for a patient ui and begins the
emergency session. After identifying patient ui, se contacts
MA to notify the emergency event and requests to become
part of the emergency session. Upon reception, MA confirms

that se is indeed part of the call centre team and runs
RAP.GrantAccess.
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RAP.JoinTeam: The MA associates users in a treatment
team to an existing emergency session. After the team authen-
tication by solving the challenge, MA includes all the team

members x, sx1, sx2 into the emergency session and runs
RAP.GrantAccess.

Process data phaseAfter having received the CPABE emergen-
cy key and an access token, sj from team x ∈ {e, a, h} is ready to

process the patient’s data through either RAP.RetrieveData or
RAP.AddData.
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RAP.RetrieveData: First sj requests the CSP to re-
trieve all ciphertexts in the EMR for the patient under
emergency treatment. After successful message and to-

ken verification, the CSP sends the elegible ui’s cipher-
texts to sj. Finally, sj uses the CPABE emergency key
skAe, i to recover the data from ciP.

RAP.AddData: During and after patient’s treatment, all

teams may upload new files dil to the patient EMR. The same
policy P needs to be used as in the already existing encrypted
EMR.

Leave session As soon as the patient arrives or leaves the
hospital, sh initiates RAP.RevokeAccess. Subsequently, MA
calculates the time to revoke the tokens from the teams which
are no longer needed for treatment (see Fig. 2), the MA sends
the respective τx to be revoked to CSP.
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8 Security analysis

8.1 Simulation-based security

To prove the security of our protocol, we assume the existence
of a simulator coined SIM. It will simulate the algorithms from
the real protocol in a way that any polynomial time adversary

ADV will not be able to distinguish between the real algo-
rithms and the simulated ones.

Definition 1 (Sim-Security).We consider the following ex-
periments. In the real experiment, all algorithms run as spec-
ified in our protocol. In the ideal experiment, SIM intercepts
ADV’s queries and replies with simulated responses.

We say that RAP is sim-secure if for all Probabilistic
Polynomial Time (PPT) adversaries ADV:

EXP
real
RAP

1λ
� �

≈EXP ideal
RAP

1λ
� �

Theorem 1. Assuming that PKE is an IND-CCA2 secure
public key cryptosystem and Sign is an EUF-CMA secure
signature scheme, then RAP is a sim-secure protocol accord-
ing to Definition 1.

Proof. We start by defining the algorithms used by the
simulator (identified with *). Then, we will replace the real
algorithms with the simulated ones. Finally, with the help of a
Hybrid Argument, we will prove that the resulted distributions
are indistinguishable.

1. RAP.Setup*: Will only generate MPK that will be given
to ADV.

2. RAP.StoreData*: Will simulate a ciphertext that has the
same length as the output of the real algorithm.
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3. RAP.GrantAccess*: Will generate a random string to be
sent to ADV. The random string has the same length as the
output of the real algorithm. Moreover, SIM simulates a
token τ∗ that has the same length as the real token τ.

4. RAP.RetrieveData*: Will return the specified file, without
running the decryption protocol.

The RAP.BreakGlass* and RAP.JoinTeam* oracles are in-
cluded in the RAP.GrantAccess* one. The reason for this is
that, during the execution of both of these algorithms, ADV
queries RAP.GenKey and RAP.GenToken. Moreover, since
RAP.Revoke does not produce any output, we can exclude it
from our proof. Finally, RAP.AddData can be seen as a special
case of RAP.StoreData. As a result, by proving that StoreData
is secure, we also prove that RAP.AddData is secure. In a pre-
processing phase, SIM creates a list L in which it will store the
files used by ADV in RAP.StoreData.

RAP runs normally.
Everything runs like Hybrid 0, but we replace

RAP.Setup with RAP.Setup*.
These algorithms are identical from the ADV’s perspective,

and as a result, the Hybrids are indistinguishable.
Everything runs like Hybrid 1, but we replace

RAP.StoreData with RAP.StoreData*.
At this point, SIM will simulate a ciphertext that will be

sent to ADV. Moreover, SIM will store in L the tuple (dil, c
i
p
* )

where dil is a file that was given as input by ADVand c
i
p
* is the

simulated ciphertext that corresponds to dil. The Hybrids are
indistinguishable fromADV’s point of view, since she receives
what she believes to be a valid ciphertext.

Everything runs like Hybrid 1, but we replace
RAP.BreakGlass with RAP.BreakGlass*.

Again the algorithms are identical from ADV’s point of
view and thus, the Hybrids are indistinguishable.

Everything runs like Hybrid 2, but we replace
RAP.RetrieveData with RAP.RetrieveData*.

At this point, SIM retrieves L, finds the dil that corresponds
to the cip that was given as input by ADV, and returns it.

Clearly, since ADV receives the file she was waiting for, the
Hybrids are indistinguishable.

With this Hybrid, our proof is complete. We managed to
replace the expected outputs with simulated responses in a
way that ADV cannot distinguish between the real and the
ideal experiment.

8.2 Protocol security

In this section, we prove the resilience of our protocol against
the set of attacks defined in Section 6.2. We assume that the
random numbers ri generated throughout the protocol are
stored locally on each entity. To ensure that ri is used only

once, it is time-variant, including a suitably fine-grained
timestamp in its value. In this way, we can guarantee the
freshness of the exchanged messages.

Proposition 1 (Token Alteration Attack Soundness). Let
ADV be a corrupted user and ui be a patient whose EMR is
stored in the CSP. Moreover, we assume that ADV’s access to
ui’s EMR has been revoked. Then, ADV cannot successfully
perform a Token Alteration Attack.

Proof. Since ADV’s access is revoked, it is implied
that at some point in the past ADV received a valid
t o k e n τx ¼ tgen; texp;EncpkCSP r; sx1 ; sx2 ; uið Þ;σMA H τ xð Þð Þ�
to access the medical records of a user ui. As a result,
all ADV needs to do in order to launch a Token
Alteration Attack is to modify the timestamps contained
in τx. However, since the timestamps are also contained
in the hash of the signature of MA, altering the
timestamps is equivalent to forging MA’s signature,
which, given the EUF-CMA security of the signature
scheme, can only happen with negligible probability.
Therefore, the attack fails.

Proposition 2 (Token Substitution Attack Soundness). Let
ADV be a corrupted user who overhears all communication
and captures a token τ issued to another legitimate healthcare
professional sl. Then ADV cannot successfully launch a Token
Substitution Attack.

Proof. ADV can capture the token τ by overhearing the
messages mgrant, mreq and madd. However, the intercepted τ
contains the identity of sl, which cannot be changed because
ADV cannot generate a valid signature as we already proved;
therefore, the protocol is secure against a Token Alteration
Attack. The only alternative for ADV is to use τ directly. To
this end, ADV runs ciP←CPABE:Enc MPK; dil;P

� �
for a fake

dil, in an attempt to create a valid madd message. However, for
ADV to successfully create a madd, she also needs to forge sl’s
signature, which can only happen with negligible probability
since we assume that the signature scheme is EUF-CMA se-
cure. As a result, the attack will fail.

Proposition 3 Let ADV be a corrupted user. ADV cannot
successfully launch a Revocation of Legitimate Users Attack.

Proof. ADV commences the attack by trying to construct a
valid minfo ¼ r11;EpkMA

tð Þ;σshH r11∥tð Þð Þ� �
message for

MA. However, this message needs to be signed by a
sh who is already a legitimate member of the team.
As a result, creating a valid minfo message is equivalent
to forging sh’s signature, which can only happen with
negligible probability, since the signature scheme is
EUF-CMA secure. The only other option for ADV is
to bypass MA and try to communicate directly with
the CSP. To this end, ADV tries to construct a valid m-
revoke = 〈r12, τx, σMA(H(r12 ∥ tx))〉. However, once again,
the EUF-CMA security will prevent ADV from forging
MA’s signature, and as a result, the attack will fail.
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9 Experimental results

In this section, we present based on the implementation of the
core functions of our protocol. We prove the effectiveness of
the proposed protocol by evaluating the processing time of the
core functions on a standalone Linux machine. Our experi-
ments mainly focused on the key generation phases in
RAP.Setup and RAP.GrantAccess, encryption, decryption,

signing, and verification functions. For the encryption/
decryption and signing/verifying we used the RSA cryptosys-
tem, and for the attribute-based encryption scheme we used
the CPABE library provided in [23]. Finally, SHA256 used as
the main cryptographic hash function.

The experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7-4790
CPU@ 3.60 GHz x8 Ubuntu 18.04.2 Desktop with 16 GB of
RAM. The implementation was done in the C language.

Fig. 3 Overview of the
experimental results. a Attribute
type ATTRIBUTE_1. b Attribute
type ATTRIBUTE = 1. c Enc with
variable file size. d Dec with
variable file size. e Enc with
variable policy size. f Dec with
variable policy size
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Furthermore, to provide a well-rounded evaluation of the pro-
tocol’s performance we simulated a plethora of scenarios
using different parameters. To acquire accurate measurements,
we ran each experiment 50 times and calculated the
average time needed to successfully complete the under-
lying process. Experiments to measure the execution
times of functions related to the CSP and the commu-
nication channels utilized by the proposed protocol were
considered to be out the scope of this experimentation section.
The experiments were carried out in phases according to the
RAP protocol steps.

Setup This phase was dedicated to generating the keys that are
used for all cryptographic functions. This phase corresponds
to the RAP.Setup in our proposed protocol. We measured the
time needed to generate the master public/private key pair
using CPABE.Setup as well as the RSA public/private key
pairs for each entity. In our protocol a single MA exists—
hence, a single (MPK, MSK) key pair is generated during
the setup phase. The average execution time measured to gen-
erate the (MPK, MSK) key pair was 0.014 s in 50 iterations.
Furthermore, the time required to generate each user’s unique
(pk, sk) key pair was measured at an average of 0.086 s per
user in 50 iterations.

User key generation In these experiments we focused on
the generation of an emergency CPABE key for each
treatment team—a functionality that is part of protocol’s
RAP.GrantAccess phase. More precisely, we measured
the processing time of the CPABE.Gen function that takes
as input an arbitrary number of attributes 560 and outputs
a unique secret key for each entity. Two types of attributes
were used for these experiments. The first type is of the
form ATTRIBUTE_i (i.e. a list of attributes), while the
other is of the form ATTRIBUTE = i (i.e. we assigned
values to attributes). The reason for using different types
of attributes is that, while running our experiments, we
identified significant differences in the processing time.
More precisely, generating keys with attributes to which
we have assigned values (e.g. ATTRIBUTE = i) required
significantly more time for the generation of a key. The
experiments involved an arbitrary number of attributes
from 1 to 20. The results of the experiments varied greatly
depending on the type of attributes used. For attributes of
the type ATTRIBUTE_i, execution times measured for
generating a CPABE key with 5 attributes was about
0.026 s, while with 20 attributes it was about 0.102 s in 50
iterations (Fig. 3a). For attributes of the type ATTRIBUTE = i,
the execution times measured for generating a CPABE key
with 5 attributes it was about 1.642 s and with 20 attributes
was about 6.306 s in 50 iterations (Fig. 3b). Apart from that,
generating CPABE keys increases linearly with the number of
attributes for both types of attributes. Finally, by comparing

the results shown in Fig. 3 a and b, we see that generating keys
with simple attributes (i.e. no assigned values) will result in a
more efficient implementation of our protocol.

EMR file encryption and decryption A core function of our
protocol is the encryption and decryption of a patient’s EMR
file using CPABE. To measure this process, we ran experi-
ments where we encrypted files with various sizes associated
with an emergency policy and a set of attributes. The combi-
nation of an arbitrary number of attributes and file sizes
allowed us to simulate more realistic cases. The first part of
this experiment involved files of different sizes with a fixed
number of attributes (i.e. static policy size).We encrypted files
of sizes ranging from 1 to 20 MB with a policy requiring five
attributes of type ATTRIBUTE_i. The file of size 1 MB
was encrypted in about 0.034 s and decrypted in about
0.019 s. The file with size 20 MB was encrypted in
about 0.1567 s and decrypted in about 0.1784 s. Figure 3 c
and d show that the processing time increases linearly as the
file size is increased.

The next experiment involved a file of fixed size and a
policy with a variable number of attributes. We encrypted a
file of 5 MB with a policy with 5 to 20 attributes of the same
type as in the previous phase. Encryption and decryption times
increased as the policy size increased. A file of size 5MBwith
a policy of size 20 was encrypted in about 0.1337 s and suc-
cessfully decrypted in about 0.0789 s. Figure 3 e and f illus-
trate the results of our experiments with a policy of variable
size.

Token generation, signing and verification Our protocol de-
pends heavily on the token generated by the MA in
RAP.GrantAccess. In our experiments, we measured the time
taken to generate the token, that is, to generate a message
comprising of tgen, texp, EncpkCSP r2; sx1; sx2; uið Þ and σMA(Hτ).
Our results indicate a total execution time of about 1.671 ×
10−3 sec.

10 Discussion

From the results of the presented experiments, we confirm that
the performance of the encryption and decryption functions
depends on the size of the policy of the ciphertext, the attri-
butes attached to a user’s secret key and the size of the EMR
file. The overall performance can be improved by optimizing
the way we generate the attributes. Attributes of the type
ATTRIBUTE_i should be utilized as the execution times for
these are more efficient. Furthermore, it is evident from the
experimental results that the time needed for the execution of
the protocol renders our construction feasible, even when we
increase the number of attributes. As a next step, we plan to
experiment with different ABE schemes in order to find the
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one that best suites our construction and evaluate the perfor-
mance with larger size files, which would be more realistic for
images and signals data.

In the protocol, we assume that all users are registered with
the RA. However, we understand that there are cases when the
patient is not registered or cannot be identified. Thus, for those
cases, one possible option is to create a temporary ‘John Doe’
user to receive the record of the current stroke acute care
patient. Using this approach, the professionals would still be
able to use the system to share information about patient treat-
ment. However, RAP needs to be able to merge the informa-
tion as soon as the patient is identified. We plan to support
those cases in the next version of the protocol.

In addition, the protocol relies on the token revocation list in
the CSP to do the access control. The only way to bypass this is
through an internal attack on the CSP. To strengthen the CSP, we
could assume the existence of a trusted execution environment,
such as Intel SGX [24], that will further secure the token-based
access control. We believe that SGX is a good candidate for our
construction since it offers isolation, sealing and attestation func-
tionalities. More information can be found at [24, 25].

Moreover, it is important to emphasize that the access to the
EMR must be implemented through a secure read-only appli-
cation, where the EMR is decrypted by the professional using
the CPABE emergency key. The application must not allow
downloading the files. Thus, the EMR is just available during
the emergency session.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Red Alert, a protocol based on
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption that allows access
control to encrypted medical data during emergency situa-
tions. The proposed scheme enables healthcare professionals
to decrypt a patient’s encrypted data by making use of time-
based tokens that are issued during the emergency situation.
After the expiration of the tokens, the users are revoked and
can no longer access the patient’s data. The security of our
scheme is proven using both simulation-based security as well
as direct attacks on the protocol. Finally, we proved that the
time for the RAP core functions execution is feasible in an
emergency situation, since the approximate sum of execution
times of the primary functions is below 0.5 s and the message
exchange between the entities would happen before the pa-
tient be actually under the team treatment. Therefore, RAP
enables the patient’s EMR availability for the teams before
the treatment begins, which can potentially improve patient
care without compromising the security and patient’s privacy.
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